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I’m your Pain Science Guide, Melissa Farmer.
I created NociFACTS as a FREE educational resource to share
what I’ve learned about pain over the past 15 years.
As a basic science pain researcher and clinical psychologist
specializing in pain management, I have trained and worked
with some of the most elite researchers in the pain field.
I also entered pain research as a liberal arts major, so I understand
how challenging it can be to understand pain mechanisms.
I learned early on that pain science requires that you are able
to reason across molecular, cellular, systems, behavioral,
psychological, and psychosocial perspectives.
Follow me on Twitter
@ Farmer_MindBody

My goal is to share my knowledge with you, so that your
patients can benefit!
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Lesson 1 & 2 Objectives: Reveal the theoretical foundations of pain neuroscience and
introduce the pain mechanism-based framework that underlies this course.

After these lessons, you will be able to:
•

Explain key aspects of three theories that underlie contemporary understanding of nociception
used in clinical pain management.

•

Describe clinical distinctions between acute and persistent pain that can inform
psychological assessments and pain interviews.

•

Compare pain symptoms that can distinguish the 5 types of pain based on clients’ self-reports.

Impact on Your Practice:
•

Provide a basic vocabulary for discussing pain with colleagues and patients.

•

Establish a foundation for understanding mechanisms of acute and persistent pain.

•

Increase awareness of the spectrum of persistent pain conditions.

This course will guide you through…
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A Brief History
of Pain Science
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History of Pain Theory: Cartesian Dualism
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Rene Descartes posited that the mind and body are fundamentally
different types of substances that interact, defined as:
1. The immaterial mind
2. The material body
The material body functions like a machine that can
be studied scientifically. The material body directly
transmits sensory information to specialized brain centers.
e.g., separate brain centers for touch and pain
This is the origin of traditional pain treatment:

Remove or disable a part of the pain projection
system to stop pain transmission.
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Specificity Theory of Pain
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Descartes’ mechanistic view of body-bound sensations inspired centuries of debates.
Competing theories of pain emerged that still impact modern pain science.
The Specificity Theory posits that dedicated sensory pathways
exist for each type of sensation, including specialized receptors,
nerve fibers, and brain centers for each sensory modality.
This theory led to assumptions that remain controversial:
1. Large fibers transmit touch exclusively to a touch-specific brain center;
2. Small fibers transmit pain exclusively to a pain-specific brain center; and
3. These pathways are distinct and non-overlapping.

Significance for Pain Practice and Research:
• Reinforced the idea that nociception and pain are interchangeable terms.
• Equated peripheral injury with the psychological experience of pain
(i.e., pain intensity must be proportional to tissue pathology).

(Figure adapted from Moayedi & Davis, 2013)

Intensity Theory of Pain
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Aristotle viewed pain as a form of extreme/intense touch.
The Intensity Theory posits that the frequency of neural impulses
differentiates normal touch from pain.
Arthur Goldscheider advanced this theory with evidence that
repeated pressure stimulation results in “summation” of pain
perception.
This theory led to assumptions like:
1. Repeated subthreshold stimulation or intense supra-threshold
stimulation could impact pain.
2. The dorsal horn was considered a critical link in pain summation and
therefore pain perception.
(Figure adapted from Moayedi & Davis, 2013)

Birth of Nociception
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In 1898, Sir Charles Scott Sherrington coined “nociception” as:
“…the psychical adjunct of an imperative protective reflex…”
(mental perception related to an urgent protective reaction)

Implicitly equated nociception with the mental perception of pain.

Many years later, pain pioneer and scientist Patrick Wall said:
“The labeling of nociceptors as pain fibers was not an admirable
simplification, but an unfortunate trivialization under the guise
of simplification.”

C.S. Sherrington

Pattern Theory of Pain
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Early physiologists developed the Pattern Theory, which posits that
sensations at different body locations are encoded by specific patterns
of neuronal impulses. Therefore the timing and spatial location of nerves
encode stimulus type and intensity.
(Note that this view assumes the brain passively receives these signals.)

Related ideas were advanced by:
Robert Livingston: Small fibers carrying “pain” signals generate a reverberating
neural circuit in the spinal dorsal horn that mediates pain summation, referral,
and persistence.
Willem Noordenbos: Sensory Interaction Theory proposed a multisynaptic
modification system for pain: small diameter fibers carry excitatory nociceptive
signals and are inhibited by large diameter fibers. The outcome of this
inhibitory/excitatory competition determines transmission by dorsal horn neurons.
Graham Weddell and D.C. Sinclair: Peripheral Pattern Theory posited that pain
emerges from patterns of neural firing that convey spatial and temporal information.

(Figure adapted from Moayedi & Davis, 2013)

Gate Theory of Pain
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As adherents to Pattern Theory, Ronald Melzack
and Patrick Wall developed a theory proposing:
Neurons in the spinal cord act as “gatekeepers” that allow
nociceptive information to either continue to the brain
(when the gates “open” ) or they inhibit the relay of this input
(when the gates “close”).
The gates open or close depending on the balance of
information received from nociceptors (C-fibers) and
pressure-transmitting nerves (Aβ-fibers, which detect
non-painful pressure and painful pressure).
Psychological factors affect how sensitive the gates
are to potentially harmful information
(e.g., negative emotions “open” gates).

However, the Gate Theory did not explain
how pain is represented within the brain.

(Figure adapted from Moayedi & Davis, 2013)

Gate Theory of Pain
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Significance of the Gate Theory:
•

First theory to suggest a critical role for psychological factors in pain perception.

•

Provided a testable theoretical framework into which perception, emotion, cognitive,
motivation, learning, and movement could be integrated.

•

Inspired the McGill Pain Questionnaire, the first multidimensional tool to measure pain.

•

Gave clinicians a model for integrating biopsychosocial factors.

•

Helped patients to better conceptualize their pain.

Limitations of Gate Theory:
•

Focused only on acute pain (persistent pain is not addressed)

•

Ignored the brain’s role

•

Perpetuated the faulty assumption that physiological and psychological factors are
interchangeable contributors to pain.

Neuromatrix Theory of Pain

(Melzack, 1999)
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Melzack’s theory proposed:
The brain acts as a “sentient neural hub” that integrates
information from somatosensory, cortical and subcortical
brain regions. The neuromatrix is a “conceptual” model
of the central nervous system that is composed of vast
anatomical connections—including neurons, axons that
carry information, and synaptic connections—that allow
information to be transmitted within and between brain
regions. Collectively, these regional interactions form
neural networks that underlie a multidimensional pain
experience.
The Neuromatrix consists of the following components:

Neural'Networks

Spinal'Cord'Factors

Peripheral'Nerve'Factors

1) Body-self neuromatrix;
2) Cyclical information processing of neurosignatures;
3) Sentient neural hub (determines if neurosignatures enter consciousness);
4) Initiation of “action” neuromatrices that guide motivated behavior.

(Figure adapted from Baliki & Apkarian, 2015)

Critiques of the Neuromatrix Theory
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Significance of the Neuromatrix Theory:
• Emphasized the brain’s role in pain processing.
• Revealed mechanisms underlying the multidimensional nature of pain.
• Reinforced role of cognitive-emotional factors in ongoing pain perception.

Limitations of the Theory:
•
•
•
•

Melzack lacked expertise in neuroscience.
Failed to provide detail regarding specific mechanisms underlying pain processing.
Lacked an explanation for how psychology interacts with nociceptive processing.
Concern that genetic emphasis of the Neuromatrix downplays Biopsychosocial Model.

“The neuromatrix framework seems to be better suited to a general understanding
of brain function, as opposed to as specific understanding of pain perception.”
(Keefe, Lefebvre, Starr, 1996)
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Building Blocks
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